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GRN’X’ is a group that is organized by friends of Light who practice Gendai Reiki in one country or
one linguistic area.
GRN’X’ is a private organization or a corporate organization.
GRN’X’ must register as a supporting member of GRN. GRN supporting member agrees to make a
global network of Gendai Reiki and pays the fee to support GRN.
・Enrollment fee (required only the first time): 10,000 JPY
・Annual membership: 20,000 JPY (updated every April)
・The same fee is required for midterm enrollment.
GRN’X’ voluntary translates the manual into its native language. Basically the translation is
voluntary work without payment. When GRN’X’ requires, GRN may pay a little amount of money
as a reward.
The copyright of the manual in any language belongs to Hiroshi Doi sensei. The translation work
will not give the copyright to the translator.
The translator’s name will be credited on the manual.
GRN is commissioned by Hiroshi Doi sensei to manage the copyright of the translated manuals.
All the rights of printing and distribution belong to GRN.
When GRN’Y’ wants to distribute the manuals in the same country and / or the same linguistic
area as that of GRN’X’, GRN approves GRN’Y’ to distribute the manuals when GRN’Y’ becomes a
supporting member of GRN.GRN does not give GRN’X’ an exclusive right of distribution.
The Gendai Reiki Ho manuals are;
(1) Gendai Reiki Ho Introduction
(2) Gendai Reiki Ho Sho-den Level I
(3) Gendai Reiki Ho Oku-den Level II
(4) Gendai Reiki Ho Shinpi-den Level III
(5) Gendai Reiki Ho Gokuikai-den Level IV
(1) Gendai Reiki Ho Introduction and (2) Gendai Reiki Ho Sho-den Level I are in one unit and they
are inseparable. The Level I manual must be purchased together with the Gendai Reiki Ho
Introduction.
The manuals will be distributed in physical form and digital form (PDF).
Only the Gendai Reiki master can purchase the manuals.
The practitioners, who are not yet master level, get the manuals from his / her master who trains
him / her.
Before the distribution, the distributor must confirm the purchaser’s certificate of Gendai Reiki
master.
No one can use the manuals for any purpose other than Gendai Reiki Ho seminars.
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The purchaser must sign a pledge and agree that they will not reproduce or falsify the manuals.
The purchaser agrees that he / she will loose the eligibility for Gendai Reiki practitioner in the
case of breach by the purchaser.
******************************************************************************************
TO: The Gendai Reiki Network

Promissory Letter

I hereby agree to the following conditions regarding the use of the “Gendai Reiki Ho Official Manuals”.
＊

I have completed Level IV of Gendai Reiki Ho and have received the title of Gendai Reiki Ho Master.

＊

I agree to use the Gendai Reiki Ho manuals exclusively to teach Gendai Reiki Ho classes and to only sell
the manuals to other Gendai Reiki Ho Masters. I shall never use the manuals for any other purpose.

＊

I agree to never duplicate the original manuals I have purchased from the Gendai Reiki Network, to
preserve the manuals in their original form and to use them exclusively for the study and teaching of Gendai
Reiki Ho.

＊

I shall abide by the Gendai Reiki Network’s and Mr. Hiroshi Doi’s policy regarding the availability of the
manuals, which states that the manuals shall be made freely available to all Gendai Reiki Ho Masters.
I agree to grant other Gendai Reiki Ho Reiki Masters access to the manuals upon request.

＊

I agree to sell the manuals at a reasonable price based on the fixed price in Japan. I shall never charge any
additional fees except for shipping, customs costs and taxes, where applicable.

＊

Upon infringement of this agreement, I shall unconditionally accept the decision of the Gendai Reiki
Network and Mr. Hiroshi Doi (the author of the Manuals). In the event that I have caused damages to a third
person, for example infringement of copyright, I agree to provide compensation in full to the third person
for the damages as per the decision of the Gendai Reiki Network and Mr. Hiroshi Doi.
Date:
Address/ country:
Name/ name of group:
(Signature):
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Below is the distribution system of physical and digital form of the manuals.

＜ Physical ＞
1. Printing and binding by GRN’X’ in its country or linguistic area
1-1. GRN approves GRN’X’ to print 300 copies / level (= 1,500 copies in all) in the country of
GRN’X’ on the condition that GRN’X’ will buy 100 copies / level (=500 copies in all) at the price
of 650 JPY.
1-2. GRN consigns 200 copies / level (=1,000 copies in all) out of the above 300 copies / level to
GRN’X’.
1-3. GRN pays the printing cost when GRN’X’ shows the invoice from the printing company.
1-4. GRN ‘X’ pays for the 100 copies / level (500 in all) at the price of 650 JPY. The invoice date is
the end of the month. The pay day is the end of the next month.
1-5. GRN provides the hanko (stamp) of GRN’X’ without charging. GRN’X’ stamps the hanko on
every single manual they distribute.
2. Order-receiving system of GRN’X’
2-1. GRN’X’ distributes the manuals at the price from @750 to @1,000 JPY to Gendai Reiki master
who wants the manuals.
2-2. Distribution procedure of GRN’X’;
1) Announcement of the distribution, 2) Receiving the order,
3) Confirmation of the master certificate and the pledge, 4) Receiving payment
and 5) Shipping.
2-3. GRN’Y’ decides whether they charge the shipping expense to the purchaser.
3. Payment for the consignment
3-1. Account is cleared twice a year, the end of September and March.
GRN’X’ reports the number of consignment sale and remained number.
GRN issues an invoice according to the report.
GRN’X’ pays the invoice at the end of October and April.
4. Additional consignment order
4-1. From the second time, GRN’X’ can order by each Level. GRN’X’ does not need to order all the
Levels; for example, the order of Introduction and Level I or Level II only are available.
4-2. GRN approves GRN’X’ to print 300 copies of one level in the country of GRN’X’ on the
condition that GRN’X’ will buy 100 copies of one level at the price of 650 JPY.
GRN consigns 200 copies of one level to GRN’X’.
GRN pays the printing cost when GRN’X’ shows the invoice from the printing company.
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＜ PDF（digital）: Digital distribution ＞
1. Distribution procedure of GRN’X’
1) Announcement of the distribution
2) Receiving the order
3) Confirmation of the master certificate and the pledge
4) Receiving payment; @700-1,000JPY + PayPal fee
5) Email the order to GRN in either English or Japanese
2. Data transmission from GRN to GRN’X’ in PDF format
2-1. GRN sends an invoice of the order to GRN’X’; @550JPY / copy + PayPal fee
2-2. After confirming the payment, GRN sends the PDF file to GRN’X’
2-3. GRN puts the number of the copy that GRN’X’ can print on the back cover of each level.
< eg. GRN authorized copy [1/5 to 5/5] to 「GRN'X'」, 2015.00.00 >
3. Data transmission from GRN’X’ to the purchaser (=Gendai Reiki master)
3-1. The GRN’X’ puts the number of the copy that the purchaser (=Gendai Reiki master) can print
on the back cover of each level.
< eg. GRN authorized copy [1/5 to 5/5] to 「GRN'X'」, 2015.00.00 >
< eg. 「GRN'X'」authorized copy [1/2 to 2/2] to 「(Gendai Reiki master)」, 2015.00.00 >
4. Distribution from the purchaser (=Gendai Reiki master) to his / her student
4-1. The purchaser (=Gendai Reiki master) prints out the data and give / sell to the student with
the purchaser’s name signed, stamped or embossed
4-2. The maximum price from the purchaser (=Gendai Reiki master) to the student must be
1,000JPY / copy.
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【 Distribution to GRN member 】
The manual distribution to GRN member (master members and general members) is as follows;
The manuals translated into the languages other than English are distributed only in digital
form (PDF).
＊ GRN member can order one copy in physical and digital form.
＊ The price is 700 JPY / copy in physical, 550 JPY in digital.
＊ GRN member pays the shipping cost from Japan by EMS.
＊ After the confirmation of PayPal payment, GRN sends the manual.

＜ GRN membership abroad ＞
1. Master member
1-1. Any person who is a Gendai Reiki master
Enrollment fee 2,000 JPY, Annual fee 18,000 JPY (Midterm enrollment: 1,500 JPY / month)
1-2. GRN website displays the link to Master member’s Web page.
Newsletter ‘Reiki no mori’ and other information in English
GRN gives advice to make Hanko-stamp. The expense is paid by member.
Discount of GRN events / Discount of the GRN original learning tools (CD)
Master member can attend Mater’s workshop
Doi sensei’s Q&A for members only (being planned)
2. General members
2-1. Any person who supports GRN activity regardless of practitioner or non-practitioner
Enrollment fee 2,000 JPY, Annual fee 12,000 JPY (Midterm enrollment: 1,000 JPY / month)
2-2. GRN website displays the link to General member’s Web page.
Newsletter ‘Reiki no mori’ and other information in English
GRN gives advice to make Hanko-stamp. The expense is paid by member.
Discount of GRN events / Discount of the GRN original learning tools (CD)
Doi sensei’s Q&A for members only (being planned)
3. Supporting member
3-1. Any person or group who supports GRN activity regardless of practitioner or non-practitioner
Enrollment fee 10,000 JPY
Annual fee 12,000 JPY / unit (one unit or more) (Midterm enrollment: the same)
3-2. GRN website displays the link to the Supporting member’s page.
Newsletter ‘Reiki no mori’ and other information in English
GRN gives advice to make Hanko-stamp. The expense is paid by member.
Discount of GRN events / Discount of the GRN original learning tools (CD)
Doi sensei’s Q&A for members only (being planned)

